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1 Introduction
Decays of τ leptons provide an important experimental signature for analyses at the CERN LHC.
Evidence for decays of the standard model (SM) Higgs boson (H) into ττ has been reported [1, 2],
as have searches for neutral and charged Higgs bosons in decays to τ leptons that have special
interest in the context of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) [3–8]. The
CMS collaboration has published analyses of Drell-Yan (qq → Z/γ∗ → ττ) and top quark pair
production [9–11] in final states with τ leptons. Searches for supersymmetry, leptoquarks, W′ and
Z′ bosons, as well as other non-SM Higgs bosons [12–17] benefit from the high performance τ
reconstruction and identification capabilities of the CMS detector.
With amass ofmτ = 1.777GeV [18], the τ is the only lepton heavy enough to decay into hadrons
(h), and it does so in about two thirds of the cases, typically into either one or three charged pions or
kaons and up to two neutral pions (pi0), and one neutrino (ντ). The pi0 meson decays almost exclu-
sively into γγ. In about 35%of the cases, τ leptons decay into an electron ormuon and two neutrinos.
The branching fractions for the main τ decay modes are given in table 1. The decays τ− → h− pi0 ντ ,
τ− → h− pi0 pi0 ντ , and τ− → h− h+ h− ντ (with corresponding channels for τ+) proceed via interme-
diate ρ(770) and a1(1260) meson resonances. The electrons and muons originating from τ decays
are difficult to distinguish from electrons and muons produced directly in the primary proton-proton
(pp) interaction, and are handled using the standard CMS algorithms for electron and muon recon-
struction and identification. The algorithms for τ reconstruction and identification presented in this
paper focus on τ lepton decays to hadrons+ντ , that we refer to as “hadronic” τ decays and denote by
τh. The algorithms provide the means for reconstructing individually the dominant τh decay modes.
In comparing the energies of reconstructed τh candidates to their true energies, we refer to the charged
hadrons and neutral pions produced in the τ decay as “visible” τ decay products, and ignore the ντ .
The mean lifetime of τ leptons at rest is 290 × 10−15 s [18]. The distances that τ leptons
travel between their production and decay are small, but nevertheless significant compared to the
transverse impact parameter and secondary-vertex resolution of the CMS tracking detector [19].
Energetic τ leptons originating from Z or SM Higgs boson decays typically traverse distances of a
few millimetres before decaying.
The main challenge in identifying hadronic τ decays is distinguishing them from quark and
gluon jet background. The cross section for multijet production from perturbative quantum chro-
modynamical (QCD) calculations exceeds by many orders of magnitude the rate at which τ leptons
are produced at the LHC. To reduce the background arising from quark and gluon jets, we exploit
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Table 1. Approximate branching fractions (B) of different τ decay modes [18]. The generic symbol h−
represents a charged hadron (either a pion or a kaon). Charge conjugation invariance is assumed in this paper.
Decay mode Meson resonance B [%]
τ− → e− νe ντ 17.8
τ− → µ− νµ ντ 17.4
τ− → h− ντ 11.5
τ− → h− pi0 ντ ρ(770) 26.0
τ− → h− pi0 pi0 ντ a1(1260) 9.5
τ− → h− h+ h− ντ a1(1260) 9.8
τ− → h− h+ h− pi0 ντ 4.8
Other modes with hadrons 3.2
All modes containing hadrons 64.8
the fact that hadronic τ decays result in a lower particle multiplicity, and are more collimated and
isolated relative to other particles in the event. In some analyses, the misidentification of electrons
or muons as τh candidates may constitute a sizeable problem, and dedicated algorithms have been
developed to reduce this type of background.
The performance of τh reconstruction and identification algorithms has been validated using the
first LHC data recorded at
√
s = 7TeV [20]. Since then, the algorithms have been further developed,
especially to improve their performance in dealing with additional inelastic pp interactions (pileup)
that occur in the same bunch crossing as the hard scattering of interest. Moreover, the rejection
of backgrounds arising from misidentification of jets, electrons, and muons as τh has improved
significantly through the introduction of multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques. In this paper, we
report on the performance of the improved algorithms used to analyze the 8 TeV pp data at CMS,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1.
The paper is organized as follows. The CMS detector is described briefly in section 2. Section 3
describes the data and the Monte Carlo (MC) simulations used for studying the performance of
τh reconstruction and identification. The reconstruction of electrons, muons, and jets, along with
various kinematic quantities is described in section 4. The algorithms used for reconstruction and
identification of τh decays are detailed in section 5. The performance of the algorithms in simulated
events is presented in section 6. Sections 7–11 detail the validation of the algorithms with data.
The results are summarized in section 12.
2 CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS detector is a superconducting solenoid of 6m internal diameter,
providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. A silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each
composed of a barrel and two endcap sections, are positioned within the solenoid volume. Muons
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Figure 1. The total material thickness (t) in units of radiation length X0, as a function of η, that a particle
produced at the interaction point must traverse before it reaches the ECAL. The material used for sensors,
readout electronics, mechanical structures, cooling, and services is given separately for the silicon pixel
detector and for individual components of the silicon strip detector (“TEC”, “TOB”, “TIB and TID”) [21].
The material used for the beam pipe and for the support tube that separates the tracker from the ECAL is also
shown separately.
are measured and identified in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke
outside the solenoid. Extensive forward calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors.
The CMS tracker is a cylindrical detector of 5.5m length and 2.5m diameter, constructed
entirely of silicon modules. It provides an active sensor area of about 200m2 to reconstruct charged
particles within the pseudorapidity range |η | < 2.5. The innermost region around the interaction
point, subject to the highest particle flux, is instrumented with silicon pixel sensors. The central
part of the pixel detector consists of three cylindrical layers, installed at transverse radii of r = 4.4,
7.3, and 10.2 cm, which extend over a total length of 53 cm. The central part is complemented by
two forward endcap disks of radius 6 < r < 15 cm, located at longitudinal distances |z | = 34.5
and 46.5 cm on either side of the interaction point. The central part of the silicon strip detector
consists of ten cylindrical layers and twelve endcap disks that surround the pixel detector volume.
The cylindrical layers cover radial distances of up to 108 cm and |z | < 109 cm, and the disks cover
up to r < 113 cm and |z | < 280 cm. Tracks of charged hadrons are reconstructed with an efficiency
of 75–95% that depends on the transverse momentum pT and η [21].
The silicon tracker adds a significant amount of material in front of the ECAL, mainly because
of the mechanical structure, the services, and the cooling system. Figure 1 shows, as a function of
η, the number of radiation lengths (X0) of material that particles produced at the interaction point
must traverse before they reach the ECAL. This rises from about 0.4X0 at |η | ≈ 0 to about 2.0X0 at
|η | ≈ 1.4, and decreases to about 1.3X0 at |η | ≈ 2.5. As a result, photons originating from pi0 → γγ
decays have a high probability for converting to e+e− pairs within the volume of the tracking detector.
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The ECAL is a homogeneous and hermetic calorimeter made of PbWO4 scintillating crystals.
It is composed of a central barrel, covering |η | < 1.48, and two endcaps covering 1.48 < |η | < 3.0.
The barrel is made of 61 200 trapezoidal crystals of front-face transverse section 22×22mm2,
giving a granularity of 0.0174×0.0174 in η and azimuth φ, and a length of 230mm (25.8X0). The
crystals are organized in 36 supermodules, 18 on each side of η = 0. Each supermodule contains
1700 crystals, covers pi/9 radians in φ, and is made of four modules along η. This structure has
a few thin uninstrumented regions between the modules in η (at |η | = 0, 0.435, 0.783, 1.131, and
1.479), and between the supermodules in φ (every pi/9 radians). The crystals are installed with a
quasi-projective geometry, tilted by an angle of 3◦ relative to the projective axis that passes through
the centre of CMS (the nominal interaction point), to minimize the passage of electrons or photons
through uninstrumented regions. The endcaps consist of a total of 14 648 trapezoidal crystals with
front-face transverse sections of 28.62×28.62mm2, and lengths of 220mm (24.7X0). The small
radiation length (X0 = 0.89 cm) and small Molière radius (2.3 cm) of the PbWO4 crystals provide
a compact calorimeter with excellent two-shower separation.
The HCAL is a sampling calorimeter, with brass as passive absorber, and plastic scintillator
tiles serving as active material, and provides coverage for |η | < 2.9. The calorimeter cells are
grouped in projective towers of approximate size 0.087×0.087 in η × φ in the barrel and 0.17×0.17
in the endcaps.
The muon system is composed of a cylindrical barrel section, and two planar endcaps that
surround the solenoid with about 25 000m2 of detection planes. Drift tube (DT) and cathode strip
chamber (CSC) layers provide muon reconstruction, identification, and trigger capability within
|η | < 2.4. The muon system consists of four muon stations, located at different distances from the
centre of CMS, and separated by layers of steel plates. Drift tubes are installed in the barrel region
|η | < 1.2, where the muon rate is low and the magnetic field in the return yoke is uniform. Each
DT station contains eight layers of tubes that measure the position in the transverse plane (r-φ), and
four layers that provide position information in the r-z plane, except for the outermost station, which
contains only eight r-φ layers. In the endcaps, where the muon rates as well as the background
from neutron radiation are higher and the magnetic field is non-uniform, CSC detectors cover the
region 0.9 < |η | < 2.4. Each CSC station contains six layers of anode wires and cathode planes to
measure the position in the bending plane (precise in φ, coarse in r). The combination of DT and
CSC detectors covers the pseudorapidity interval |η | < 2.4 without any gaps in acceptance. The
DT and CSC systems are complemented by a system of resistive-plate chambers (RPC) that provide
precise timing signals for triggering on muons within the region |η | < 1.6. Particles produced at
the nominal interaction point must traverse more than 10 and 15 interaction lengths (λ) of absorber
material before they reach their respective innermost and outermost detection planes. This greatly
reduces the contribution from punch-through particles.
The first level of the CMS trigger system, based on special hardware processors, uses infor-
mation from calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a fixed time
interval of <4 µs. The high-level trigger processor farm further decreases the event rate from
<100 kHz to ≈400Hz, before data storage.
A more detailed description of the CMS detector and of the kinematic variables used in the
analysis can be found in ref. [19].
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Figure 2. Transverse momentum distributions of the visible decay products of τh decays, in (left) simulated
Z/γ∗ → ττ events, (middle) Z′(2.5TeV) → ττ events, and (right) of quark and gluon jets in simulated
W+jets and multijet events, at the generator level.
3 Data samples and Monte Carlo simulation
The τ reconstruction and identification performance in the data is compared with MC simulations,
using samples of Z/γ∗ → `` (` corresponds to e, µ, and τ), W+jets, tt, single top quark, diboson
(WW, WZ, and ZZ), and QCD multijet events. The W+jets, tt, and diboson samples are generated
using the leading-order (LO) MadGraph 5.1 program [22], and single top quark events with the
next-to-leading-order (NLO) program powheg 1.0 [23–25]. The Z/γ∗ → `` samples are generated
using MadGraph and powheg. The QCD multijet samples are produced using the LO generator
pythia 6.4 [26] with the Z2* tune, which is also used to model parton shower and hadronization
processes. The pythia Z2* tune is obtained from the Z1 tune [27], which uses the CTEQ5L
parton distribution functions (PDF), whereas Z2* adopts CTEQ6L [28]. The decays of τ leptons,
including polarization effects, are modelled with tauola [29]. The samples produced by pythia
and MadGraph are based on the CTEQ6L1 set of PDFs, while the samples produced by powheg
use CTEQ6M [28]. The Z/γ∗ → `` andW+jets events are normalized to cross sections computed at
next-to-next-to-leading-order accuracy [30]. The tt production cross section measured by CMS [31]
is used to normalize the tt sample. A reweighting is applied to MC-generated tt events to improve
the modelling of the pT spectrum of the top quark relative to data [32, 33]. The cross sections for
single top quark and diboson production are computed at NLO accuracy [34].
Simulated samples of hypothetical heavy Higgs bosons and heavy charged (W′) and neutral
(Z′) gauge bosons are used to train MVA-based τ identification discriminators. The heavy H, W′,
and Z′ boson events are generated using the pythia program and increase the size of the training
sample with τ leptons of high pT, for which the SM production rate is very small. The Higgs boson
samples are produced in the mass range 80–1000GeV, the W′ and Z′ samples in the mass range
900–4000GeV and 750–2500GeV, respectively. The list of training samples is complemented by
SM H→ ττ events, generated using powheg. The QCD samples used for the MVA training extend
up to a scale of pˆT = 3000GeV.
The transverse momentum distribution of the visible τ decay products in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ
and Z′ → ττ events is shown in figure 2. The Z′ sample is generated for a mass of mZ′ = 2.5TeV,
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and used to study the efficiency to identify τh decays at high pT. The pT distribution of generator
level quark and gluon jets in simulated W+jets and QCD multijet events is also shown in the figure.
The jets are constructed using the anti-kT algorithm [35] with a distance parameter of 0.5.
On average, 21 inelastic pp interactions occur per LHC bunch crossing. Minimum bias events
generated with pythia are overlaid on all simulated events, according to the luminosity profile of
the analyzed data.
All generated events are passed through a detailed simulation of the CMS apparatus, based
on Geant4 [36], and are reconstructed using the same version of the CMS event reconstruction
software as used for data.
Small differences between data and MC simulation are observed in selection efficiencies and
in energy and momentum measurements of electrons and muons, as well as in the efficiencies
for electron, muon, and τh final states to pass the trigger requirements. These differences are
corrected by applying suitably-chosen weights to simulated events. The corrections are determined
by comparing Z/γ∗ → `` events in simulation and data. Differences in response and resolution of
the missing transverse momentum in data and simulation are corrected as described in ref. [37].
4 Event reconstruction
The information available from all CMS subdetectors is employed in the particle-flow (PF) algo-
rithm [38–41] to identify and reconstruct individual particles in the event, namely muons, electrons,
photons, and charged and neutral hadrons. These particles are used to reconstruct jets, τh candidates,
and the vector imbalance in transverse momentum in the event, referred to as ~pmissT , as well as to
quantify the isolation of leptons.
Electrons are reconstructed by matching tracks in the inner detector with energy depositions in
the ECAL [38, 42]. The tracks of electron candidates are reconstructed using a Gaussian-sum filter
(GSF) [43] algorithm, which accounts for the emission of bremsstrahlung photons along the electron
trajectory. Energy loss in bremsstrahlung is reconstructed by searching for energy depositions in
the ECAL located in directions tangential to the electron track. A multivariate approach based
on boosted decision trees (BDT) [44] is employed for electron identification [45]. Observables
that quantify the quality of the electron track, the compactness of the electron cluster in directions
transverse and longitudinal to the electron track, and the compatibility between the track momentum
and the energy depositions in the ECAL are used as inputs to the BDT. Additional requirements are
applied to reject electrons originating from photon conversions to e+e− pairs in detector material.
The identification of muons is based on linking track segments reconstructed in the silicon
tracking detector and in the muon system [46]. The matching between track segments is done
outside-in, starting from a track in the muon system, and inside-out, starting from a track recon-
structed in the inner detector. In case a link can be established, the track parameters are refitted
using the combined hits in the inner and outer detectors, with the resulting track referred to as a
global muon track. Quality criteria are applied on the multiplicity of hits, on the number of matched
segments, and on the fit quality of the global muon track, quantified through a χ2.
Electrons and muons originating from decays of W and Z bosons are expected to be isolated,
while leptons from heavy flavour (charm and bottom quark) decays, as well as from in-flight decays
of pions and kaons, are often reconstructed within jets. The signal is distinguished from multijet
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background through the sum of scalar pT values of charged particles, neutral hadrons, and photons,
reconstructed within a cone of size ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 of 0.4, centred around the lepton direc-
tion, using the PF algorithm. Neutral hadrons and photons within the innermost region of the cone
are excluded from the sum, to prevent the footprint of the lepton inECALandHCAL fromcausing the
lepton to fail isolation criteria. Charged particles close to the direction of electrons are also excluded
from the computation, to avoid counting tracks from converted photons emitted by bremsstrahlung.
Efficiency loss due to pileup is kept minimal by considering only charged particles originating from
the lepton production vertex in the isolation sum. The contribution of the neutral component of
pileup to the isolation of the lepton is taken into account by means of so-called ∆β corrections:
I` =
∑
charged
pT + max
0,
∑
neutrals
pT − ∆β
 , (4.1)
where ` corresponds to either e or µ, and the sums extend over, respectively, the charged particles
that originate from the lepton production vertex and the neutral particles. Charged and neutral
particles are required to be within a cone of size ∆R = 0.4 around the lepton direction. The ∆β
corrections are computed by summing the scalar pT of charged particles that are within a cone of
size ∆R = 0.4 around the lepton direction and do not originate from the lepton production vertex,
and scaling this sum down by a factor of two:
∆β = 0.5
∑
charged, pileup
pT. (4.2)
The factor of 0.5 approximates the phenomenological ratio of neutral-to-charged hadron production
in the hadronization of inelastic pp collisions.
Collision vertices are reconstructed using a deterministic annealing algorithm [47, 48]. The
reconstructed vertex position is required to be compatible with the location of the LHC beam in the
x-y plane. The primary collision vertex (PV) is taken to be the vertex that maximizes
∑
tracks p2T.
The sum extends over all tracks associated with a given vertex.
Jets within the range |η | < 4.7 are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [35] with a distance
parameter of 0.5. As mentioned previously, the particles reconstructed by the PF algorithm are
used as input to the jet reconstruction. Reconstructed jets are required not to overlap with identified
electrons, muons, or τh within ∆R < 0.5, and to pass two levels of jet identification criteria: (i)
misidentified jets, mainly arising from calorimeter noise, are rejected by requiring reconstructed jets
to pass a set of loose jet identification criteria [49] and (ii) jets originating from pileup interactions
are rejected through an MVA-based jet identification discriminant, relying on information about the
vertex and energy distribution within the jet [50]. The energy of reconstructed jets is calibrated as
a function of jet pT and η [51]. The contribution of pileup to the energy of jets originating from the
hard scattering is compensated by determining a median transverse momentum density (ρ) for each
event, and subtracting the product of ρ times the area of the jet, computed in the η − φ plane, from
the reconstructed jet pT [52, 53]. Jets originating from the hadronization of b quarks are identified
through the combined secondary vertex (CSV) algorithm [54], which exploits observables related
to the long lifetime of b hadrons and the higher particle multiplicity and mass of b jets compared to
light-quark and gluon jets.
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Two algorithms are used to reconstruct ~pmissT , the imbalance in transverse momentum in the
event, whose magnitude is referred to as EmissT . The standard algorithm computes the negative vec-
torial sum of all particle momenta reconstructed using the PF algorithm. In addition, a multivariate
regression algorithm [37] has been developed to reduce the effect of pileup on the resolution in
EmissT . The algorithm utilizes the fact that pileup predominantly produces jets of low pT, while
leptons and high-pT jets are produced almost exclusively in the hard-scatter.
The transverse mass, mT, of the system constituted by an electron or a muon and EmissT is used
to either select or remove events that are due to W+jets and tt production. It is defined by:
mT =
√
2p`TE
miss
T (1 − cos∆φ), (4.3)
where the symbol ` refers to electron or muon and ∆φ denotes the difference in azimuthal angle
between the lepton momentum and the ~pmissT vector.
5 Algorithm for τh reconstruction and identification
The τh decays are reconstructed and identified using the hadrons-plus-strips (HPS) algorithm [20].
The algorithm is designed to reconstruct individual decay modes of the τ lepton, taking advantage
of the excellent performance of the PF algorithm in reconstructing individual charged and neutral
particles.
The reconstruction and identification of τh decays in the HPS algorithm is performed in two
steps:
1. Reconstruction: combinations of charged and neutral particles reconstructed by the PF
algorithm that are compatiblewith specific τh decays are constructed, and the four-momentum,
expressed in terms of (pT, η, φ, and mass) of τh candidates, is computed.
2. Identification: discriminators that separate τh decays from quark and gluon jets, and from
electrons and muons, are computed. This provides a reduction in the jet→ τh, e → τh, and
µ→ τh misidentification rates.
The HPS algorithm is seeded by jets of pT > 14GeV and |η | < 2.5, reconstructed using the anti-kT
algorithm [35] with a distance parameter of 0.5. The pT criterion is applied on the jet momentum
given by the vectorial sum of all particle constituents of the jet, before the jet energy calibration and
pileup corrections described in section 4 are taken into account.
5.1 Identification of decay modes
Reconstruction of specific τh decaymodes requires reconstruction of neutral pions that are present in
most of the hadronic τ decays. The high probability for photons originating from pi0 → γγ decays
to convert to e+e− pairs within the volume of the CMS tracking detector is taken into account
by clustering the photon and electron constituents of the τ-seeding jet into “strips” in the η − φ
plane. The clustering of electrons and photons of pT > 0.5GeV into strips proceeds via an iterative
procedure. The electron or photon of highest pT not yet included into any strip is used to seed a new
strip. The initial position of the strip in the η − φ plane is set according to the η and φ of the seed
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e or γ. The e or γ of next-highest pT that is within an η × φ window centred on the strip location
is merged into the strip. The strip position is then recomputed as an energy-weighted average of all
electrons and photons contained in the strip:
ηstrip =
1
pstripT
∑
pγTηγ
φstrip =
1
pstripT
∑
pγTφγ,
with pstripT =
∑
pγT. The construction of the strip ends when no additional electrons or photons
are found within an η × φ window of size 0.05 × 0.20. In which case the clustering proceeds by
constructing a new strip, which is seeded by the e or γ with next highest pT. The size of the window
is enlarged in the φ direction to account for the bending of e+ and e− from photon conversions in
the 3.8 T magnetic field. Strips with pT sums of electrons and photons in the strip of >2.5GeV are
kept as pi0 candidates.
Hadronic τ candidates are formed by combining the stripswith the charged-particle constituents
of the jet. The charged particles are required to satisfy the condition pT > 0.5GeV. The distance
of closest approach between their tracks and the hypothetical production vertex of the τh candidate,
taken to be the vertex closest to the charged particle of highest pT within the jet, is required to be less
than 0.4 cm in the z direction and <0.03 cm in the transverse plane. The requirements for tracks to
be compatible with the production vertex of the τ removes spurious tracks and significantly reduces
the effect of pileup, while being sufficiently loose so as not to lose efficiency because of the small
distances that τ leptons traverse between their production and decay.
A combinatorial approach is taken for constructing hadronic τ candidates. Multiple τh hy-
potheses, corresponding to combinations of either one or three charged particles and up to two
strips, are constructed for each jet. To reduce computing time, the set of input objects is restricted
to the 6 charged particles and the 6 strips with highest pT.
The four-momentum of each τh candidate hypothesis (pT, η, φ, and mass) is given by the
four-momentum sum of the charged particles and strips. In a few per cent of the cases, the charged
particles included in the τh candidates are identified as electrons or muons, and are assigned their
respective electron or muon masses by the PF algorithm. The HPS algorithm sets the mass of all
charged particles included in τh candidates to that of the charged pion, except for electron constituents
of strips, which are treated as massless. The charge of τh candidates is reconstructed by summing the
charges of all particles included in the construction of the τh candidate, except for the electrons con-
tained in strips. The probability for misreconstructing the τh charge is ≈1% for taus from Z decays.
The following criteria are applied to assure the compatibility of each hypothesis with the
signatures expected for the different τh decays in table 1:
1. h±h∓h±: combination of three charged particles with mass 0.8 < mτh < 1.5GeV. The tracks
are required to originate within ∆z < 0.4 cm of the same event vertex, and to have a total
charge of one.
2. h±pi0pi0: combination of a single charged particle with two strips. The mass of the τh
candidate is required to satisfy the condition 0.4 < mτh < 1.2
√
pT [GeV]/100GeV. The size
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of the mass window is enlarged for τh candidates of high pT to account for resolution effects.
The upper limit on the mass window is constrained to be at least 1.2 and at most 4.0GeV.
3. h±pi0: combination of one charged particle and one strip with mass 0.3 < mτh <
1.3
√
pT [GeV]/100GeV. The upper limit on the mass window is constrained to be at least 1.3
and at most 4.2GeV.
4. h±: a single charged particle without any strips.
The combinations of charged particles and strips considered by the HPS algorithm represent all
hadronic τ decay modes in table 1, except τ− → h−h+h−pi0ντ . The latter corresponds to a branching
fraction of 4.8%, and is not considered in the present version of the algorithm, because of its
contamination by jets. The h±pi0 and h±pi0pi0 decays are analyzed together, and referred to as h±pi0s.
Hypotheses that fail themasswindow selection for the corresponding decaymode are discarded,
as are hypotheses that have a charge different from unity, or hypotheses that include any charged
hadron or strip outside of a signal cone of ∆R = 3.0/pT [GeV] of the axis given by the momentum
vector of the τh candidate. The size of the cone takes into account the fact that decay products of
energetic τ leptons are more collimated. When ∆R is smaller than 0.05 or exceeds 0.10, a cone of
size ∆R = 0.05 or ∆R = 0.10 is used as the limit, respectively.
When multiple combinations of charged hadrons and strips pass the mass window and the
signal cone requirements, the hypothesis for the candidate with largest pT is retained. All other
combinations are discarded, resulting in a unique τh candidate to be associated to each jet.
The distributions in the decay modes and in the mass of τh candidates in Z/γ∗ → ττ events are
shown in figure 3. The contribution of the Z/γ∗ → ττ signal is split according to the reconstructed
τh mode, as shown in the legend. For τh candidates reconstructed in the h±pi0s and h±h∓h± modes,
themτh distribution peaks near the intermediate ρ(770) and a1(1260) meson resonances (cf. table 1),
as expected. The narrow peak at the charged pion mass is due to τh candidates reconstructed in the
h± mode.
5.2 Tau-isolation discriminants
Requiring reconstructed τh candidates to pass strict isolation requirements constitutes the main
handle for reducing the large multijet background. Tau leptons are usually isolated relative to other
particles in the event, and so are their decay products, in contrast to quark and gluon jets. Two
types of τh isolation discriminants have been developed, using simple cutoff-based selections and
an MVA approach.
5.2.1 Cutoff-based discriminants
The isolation of τh candidates is computed by summing the scalar values of pT of charged particles
and photons with pT > 0.5GeV, reconstructed with the PF algorithm, within an isolation cone
of size ∆R = 0.5, centred on the τh direction. The effect of pileup is reduced by requiring
the tracks associated to charged particles considered in the isolation sum to be compatible with
originating from the production vertex of the τh candidate within a distance of ∆z < 0.2 cm and
∆r < 0.03 cm. Charged hadrons used to form the τh candidate are excluded from the isolation sum,
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Figure 3. Distributions in (left) reconstructed τh decay modes and (right) τh candidate masses in Z/γ∗ → ττ
events selected in data, compared to MC expectations. The Z/γ∗ → ττ events are selected in the decay
channel of muon and τh, as described in section 7.1.1. The τh are required to pass the medium working
point of the MVA-based τh isolation discriminant. The mass of τh candidates reconstructed in simulated
Z/γ∗ → ττ events is corrected for small data/MC differences in the τh energy scale, discussed in section 9.
The electroweak background is dominated by W+jets production, with minor contributions arising from
single top quark and diboson production. The shaded uncertainty band represents the sum of systematic and
statistical uncertainties on the MC simulation.
as are electrons and photons used to construct any of the strips. The effect of pileup on photon
isolation is compensated on a statistical basis through the modified ∆β corrections:
Iτ =
∑
charged,∆z<0.2 cm
pT + max
0,
∑
γ
pT − ∆β
 , (5.1)
where the ∆β are computed by summing the pT of charged particles that are within a cone of
size ∆R = 0.8 around the τh direction, and are associated to tracks that have a distance to the τh
production vertex of more than 0.2 cm in z. The sum is scaled by a factor 0.46, chosen to make the
τh identification efficiency insensitive to pileup:
∆β = 0.46
∑
charged,∆z>0.2 cm
pT. (5.2)
Loose, medium, and tight working points (WP) are defined for the cutoff-based τh isolation
discriminants by requiring the pT sum defined by eq. (5.1) not to exceed thresholds of 2.0, 1.0, and
0.8GeV, respectively.
5.2.2 MVA-based discriminants
In order to minimize the jet→ τh background, theMVA-based τh identification discriminant utilizes
the transverse impact parameter of the “leading” (highest pT) track of the τh candidate, defined as
the distance of closest approach in the transverse plane of the track to the τh production vertex. It
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also uses, for τh candidates reconstructed in the h±h∓h± decay mode, the distance between the τ
production point and the decay vertex. A BDT is used to discriminate τh decays (“signal”) from
quark and gluon jets (“background”). The variables used as inputs to the BDT are:
1. The charged- and neutral-particle isolation sums defined in eq. (5.1) as separate inputs.
2. The reconstructed τh decay mode, represented by an integer that takes the value of 0 for τh
candidates reconstructed in the h± decay mode, as 1 and 2 for candidates reconstructed in
the h±pi0 and h±pi0pi0 decay modes, respectively, and 10 for candidates reconstructed in the
h±h∓h± decay mode.
3. The transverse impact parameter d0 of the leading track of the τh candidate, and its value
divided by its uncertainty, which corresponds to its significance d0/σd0 .
4. The distance between the τ production and decay vertices, |~rSV − ~rPV |, and its significance,
|~rSV − ~rPV |/σ |~rSV−~rPV |, and a flag indicating whether a decay vertex has successfully been
reconstructed for a given τh candidate. The positions of the vertices, ~rSV and ~rPV, are
reconstructed using the adaptive vertex fitter algorithm [48].
The position of the primary event vertex is refitted after excluding the tracks associated with the τh
candidate. The discrimination power of individual input variables is illustrated in figure 4.
The inputs are complemented by the pT and η of the τh candidate and by the ∆β correction
defined in eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). The purpose of the pT and η variables is to parameterize possible
dependences of the other input variables on pT and η. The events used for the training of the BDT are
reweighted such that the two-dimensional pT and η distribution of the τh candidates for signal and
background are identical, which makes the MVA result independent of event kinematics. The ∆β
correction parameterizes the dependence on pileup, in particular, the pT sum of the neutral particles.
The BDT is trained on event samples produced using MC simulation. Samples of Z/γ∗ → ττ,
H → ττ, Z′ → ττ, and W′ → τντ events are used for the “signal” category. Reconstructed
τh candidates are required to match τh decays within ∆R < 0.3 at the generator level. Multijet
and W+jets events are used for the “background” category. The τh candidates that match leptons
originating from the W boson decays are excluded from the training. The samples contain ≈ 107
events in total, and cover the range 20–2000GeV in τh candidate pT. Half of the available events are
used for training, the other half for evaluating the MVA performance, and conducting overtraining
checks. The distribution in MVA output is shown in figure 5.
Different working points, corresponding to different τh identification efficiencies and jet→ τh
misidentification rates, are defined by changing the selections on the MVA output. The thresholds
are adjusted as function of the pT of the τh candidate, such that the τh identification efficiency for
each WP is constant as function of pT.
5.3 Discriminants against electrons and muons
Electrons andmuons have a sizeable probability to get reconstructed in the h± decaymode. Electrons
radiating a bremsstrahlung photon that subsequently converts may also get reconstructed in the h±pi0
decay mode. In particular, electrons and muons originating from decays of W and Z bosons, which
are produced with cross sections of ≈100 nb at the LHC at √s = 8TeV, have a high chance to pass
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Figure 4. Distributions, normalized to unity, in observables used as input variables to the MVA-based
isolation discriminant, for hadronic τ decays in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ (blue), and jets in simulated W+jets
(red) events. The τh candidates must have pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3, and be reconstructed in one of the
decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h±. In the plot of the τh decay mode on the upper right, an entry at 0
represents the decay mode h±, 1 and 2 represent the decay modes h±pi0 and h±pi0pi0, respectively, and entry
10 represents the h±h∓h± decay mode.
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Figure 5. Distribution of MVA output for the τh identification discriminant that includes lifetime information
for hadronic τ decays in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ (blue), and jets in simulated W+jets (red) events.
isolation-based τh identification criteria. Dedicated discriminants have been developed to separate
τh from electrons and muons. The separation of τh from electrons is based on an MVA approach.
A cutoff-based and an MVA based discriminant are used to separate τh from muons.
5.3.1 MVA-based electron discriminant
A BDT discriminant is trained to separate τh decays from electrons. The algorithm utilizes ob-
servables that quantify the distribution in energy depositions in the ECAL, in combination with
observables sensitive to the amount of bremsstrahlung emitted along the leading track, and ob-
servables sensitive to the overall particle multiplicity, to distinguish electromagnetic from hadronic
showers. More specifically, the following variables are used as inputs to the BDT:
1. Electromagnetic energy fraction, EECAL/(EECAL + EHCAL), defined as the ratio of energy
depositions in the ECAL to the sum of energy in the ECAL and HCAL, associated with the
charged particles and photons that constitute the τh candidate.
2. EECAL/p and EHCAL/p, defined as ratios of ECAL and HCAL energies relative to the mo-
mentum of the leading charged-particle track of the τh candidate.
3.
√∑
(∆η)2pγT and
√∑
(∆φ)2pγT, the respective pT-weighted (in GeV) root-mean-square dis-
tances in η and φ between the photons in any strip and the leading charged particle.
4.
∑
Eγ/Eτ , the fraction of τh energy carried by photons.
5. Fbrem = (pin− pout)/pin, where pin and pout are measured by the curvature of the leading track,
reconstructed using theGSF algorithm, at the innermost and outermost positions of the tracker.
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6. (Ee+
∑
Eγ)/pin, the ratio between the total ECAL energy and the inner track momentum. The
quantities Ee and
∑
Eγ represent the energies of the electron cluster and of bremsstrahlung
photons, respectively.
∑
Eγ is reconstructed by summing the energy depositions in ECAL
clusters located along the tangent to the GSF track.
7.
∑
Eγ/(pin − pout), the ratio of energies of the bremsstrahlung photons measured in the ECAL
and in the tracker.
8. mτh , the mass of the τh candidate.
9. (NGSFhits − NKFhits)/(NGSFhits + NKFhits), with NGSFhits and NKFhits representing, respectively, the number
of hits in the silicon pixel and strip tracking detector associated with the track reconstructed
using, respectively, the GSF and Kalman filter (KF) track reconstruction algorithms. The KF
algorithm is the standard algorithm for track reconstruction at CMS [21]. The number of hits
associated with GSF andKF track is sensitive to the emission of hard bremsstrahlung photons.
10. χ2 per degree-of-freedom (DoF) of the GSF track.
The discriminating power of these variables is illustrated in figure 6.
The inputs are complemented by the pT and η of the τh candidate, the pT, σpT/pT, and η
of the GSF track, and by the distances in η and in φ of the GSF track to the nearest boundary
between ECAL modules. These variables are used to parameterize the dependence of the other
input variables. Electrons entering the boundaries between ECAL modules are more difficult to
discriminate from τh decays, as their electromagnetic showers are often not well reconstructed, and
the probability to reach the hadron calorimeter increases in these regions.
Samples of simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ, Z/γ∗ → ee, W → τντ , W → eνe, tt, H → ττ, Z′ → ττ,
Z′ → ee, W′ → τντ , and W′ → eνe events have been used to train the BDT. Reconstructed τh
candidates are considered as signal or background when they are matched, respectively, within
∆R < 0.3 to a hadronic τ decay or to an electron at the generator level.
Different WP are defined by changing the cutoff on the BDT output. The τh candidates
reconstructed in the uninstrumented region between ECAL barrel and endcap, 1.45 < η < 1.56,
are rejected in all cases.
5.3.2 Cutoff-based muon discriminant
The cutoff-based discriminant against muons vetoes τh candidates when signals in the muon system
are found near the τh direction. Two working points are provided:
1. Loose: τh candidates pass the cutoff on this discriminant, except when track segments are
found in at least two muon stations within a cone of size ∆R = 0.3 centred on the τh direction,
or when the sum of the energies in the ECAL and HCAL corresponds to < 0.2 of the
momentum of the leading track of the τh candidate.
2. Tight: τh candidates pass this discriminant restriction when they pass the loose WP, and no
hits are present within a cone of ∆R = 0.3 around the τh direction in the CSC, DT, and RPC
detectors located in the two outermost muon stations.
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Figure 6. Distributions, normalized to unity, in observables that are used as inputs to theMVA-based electron
discriminant, for hadronic τ decays in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ (blue), and electrons in simulated Z/γ∗ → ee
(red) events. The τh candidates must have pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3, and be reconstructed in one of the
decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h±. The rightmost bin of the distributions is used as overflow bin.
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5.3.3 MVA-based muon discriminant
A multivariate BDT discriminant has also been trained to separate τh decays from muons. The
following variables are used as BDT inputs:
1. The calorimeter energy associated with the leading charged particle of the τh candidate, with
separate energy sums computed for ECAL and HCAL.
2. The calorimeter energy associated in the PF algorithmwith any charged particle or photon con-
stituting the τh candidate, again, with separate energy sums computed for ECAL and HCAL.
3. The fraction of pT carried by the charged particle with highest pT.
4. The number of track segments in the muon system reconstructed within a cone of size
∆R = 0.5 around the τh direction.
5. The number of muon stations with at least one hit detected within a cone of size ∆R = 0.5
centred on the τh direction, computed separately for DT, CSC, and RPC detectors.
The inputs are complemented by the η of the τh candidate, to parameterize the dependence of
the input variables on the DT, CSC, and RPC muon acceptance, and on the path length of muons
traversed in the ECAL and HCAL.
TheBDT is trained using samples of simulatedZ/γ∗ → ττ, Z/γ∗ → µµ,W→ τντ ,W→ µνµ,
tt, H → ττ, Z′ → ττ, Z′ → µµ, W′ → τντ , and W′ → µνµ events. Reconstructed τh candidates
are considered as signal or background when they are matched, respectively, to generator-level
hadronic tau decays or muons within ∆R < 0.3.
Different WP are defined by changing the cutoff on the MVA output.
6 Expected performance
The expected performance of the HPS τh identification algorithm is studied in terms of decay modes
and energy reconstruction, τh identification efficiency, and misidentification rates for jets, electrons,
and muons using simulated samples of Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ), Z′ → ττ, W+jets, and multijet
events.
Tau identification efficiencies and misidentification rates in MC simulated events, averaged
over pT and η, for pileup conditions characteristic of the data-taking period, are given in table 2.
6.1 Decay modes and energy reconstruction
The τh decay mode reconstruction is studied in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ events. The performance is
quantified by the correlation between reconstructed and generator-level τh decay modes. Figure 7
demonstrates that the true τ decay mode is reconstructed in about 90% of the cases, irrespective
of pileup conditions, represented by the number of reconstructed vertices (Nvtx). The few per cent
decrease in the fraction of τ leptons decaying to a single charged hadron that are reconstructed in
the true decay mode is due to events in which particles from pileup deposit energy in the ECAL
near the τ, causing the τ to be reconstructed in the h±pi0 or h±pi0pi0 decay modes.
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Table 2. Expected efficiencies and misidentification rates of various τh identification discriminants, averaged
over pT and η, for pileup conditions characteristic of the LHC Run 1 data-taking period. The DM-finding
criterion refers to the requirement that the τh candidate be reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0,
h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h± (cf. section 5.1).
DM-finding and τh isolation discriminants
WP
Efficiency Jet→ τh misidentification rate
Z/γ∗ → ττ Z′(2.5TeV) → ττ W+jets Multijet
Cutoff-based
Loose 49.0% 58.9% 9.09 × 10−3 3.86 × 10−3
Medium 40.8% 50.8% 5.13 × 10−3 2.06 × 10−3
Tight 38.1% 48.1% 4.38 × 10−3 1.75 × 10−3
MVA-based
Very loose 55.9% 71.2% 1.29 × 10−2 6.21 × 10−3
Loose 50.7% 64.3% 7.38 × 10−3 3.21 × 10−3
Medium 39.6% 50.7% 3.32 × 10−3 1.30 × 10−3
Tight 27.3% 36.4% 1.56 × 10−3 4.43 × 10−4
Discriminant against electrons
WP
Efficiency e→ τh misidentification rate
Z/γ∗ → ττ Z′(2.5TeV ) → ττ Z/γ∗ → ee
Very loose 94.3% 89.6% 2.38 × 10−2
Loose 90.6% 81.5% 4.43 × 10−3
Medium 84.8% 73.2% 1.38 × 10−3
Tight 78.3% 65.1% 6.21 × 10−4
Very tight 72.1% 60.0% 3.54 × 10−4
Discriminant against muons
WP
Efficiency µ→ τh misidentification rate
Z/γ∗ → ττ Z′(2.5TeV) → ττ Z/γ∗ → µµ
Cutoff-based
Loose 99.3% 96.4% 1.77 × 10−3
Tight 99.1% 95.0% 7.74 × 10−4
MVA-based
Loose 99.5% 99.4% 5.20 × 10−4
Medium 99.0% 98.8% 3.67 × 10−4
Tight 98.0% 97.7% 3.18 × 10−4
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Figure 7. Left: correlation between generated and reconstructed τh decay modes for τh decays in Z/γ∗ → ττ
events, simulated for pileup conditions characteristic of the LHC Run 1 data-taking period. Right: fraction
of generated τh reconstructed in the correct decay mode as function of Nvtx. Reconstructed τh candidates are
required to be matched to hadronic τ decays at the generator-level within ∆R < 0.3, to be reconstructed in
one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h±, and pass pT > 20GeV, |η | < 2.3, and the loose WP
of the cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant.
The performance of energy reconstruction is studied in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ and Z′ → ττ
events, and quantified in terms of response and resolution, defined as the mean and standard
deviation of the reconstructed momentum distribution relative to the generator-level momentum of
the visible τ decay products. The distributions for τh decays in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ and Z′ → ττ
events are shown in figure 8. The average response is below 1.0, because of an asymmetry of
the 〈precT /pgenT 〉 distribution, where precT and pgenT refer, respectively, to the pT of the reconstructed
τh candidate and to the pT of the vectorial momentum sum of the visible τ decay products at the
generator level. The most probable value of the ratio 〈precT /pgenT 〉 is close to 1.0. The effect of pileup
on τ reconstruction is small.
6.2 The τh identification efficiency
The efficiency to pass the decaymode reconstruction and the different τh identification discriminants
is determined for hadronic τ decays with visible decay products that satisfy the conditions pT >
20GeV and |η | < 2.3 at the generator level. More specifically, the efficiency is defined by the
percentage of τh candidates that satisfy:
ετ =
precT > 20GeV, |ηrec | < 2.3, DM-finding, τh ID discriminant
pgenT > 20GeV, |ηgen | < 2.3
, (6.1)
where ηrec and ηgen refer, respectively, to the η of the reconstructed τh candidate and to the η of the
vectorial momentum sum of the visible τ decay products at the generator level. The DM-finding
criterion refers to the requirement that the τh candidate be reconstructed in one of the decay modes
h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h± (cf. section 5.1), and τh ID refers to the τh identification discriminant
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Figure 8. The τh energy response (left) and relative resolution (right) as function of generator-level visible τ
pT in simulated Z′ → ττ events for different pileup conditions: Nvtx ≤ 12, 13 ≤ Nvtx ≤ 17, and Nvtx ≥ 18.
Reconstructed τh candidates are required to be matched to hadronic τ decays at the generator-level within
∆R < 0.3, to be reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0 or h±h∓h±, and to pass
pT > 20GeV, |η | < 2.3, and the loose WP of the cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant.
used in the analysis. The pgenT and ηgen selection criteria in the denominator are also applied in the
numerator. Only those τh candidates matched to generator-level hadronic τ decays within ∆R < 0.3
are considered in the numerator.
The efficiencies of the discriminants against electrons and muons are determined for τh candi-
dates matched to generator-level τh decays within ∆R < 0.3, passing precT > 20GeV, |ηrec | < 2.3,
reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h±, and satisfying the loose WP
of the cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant:
ετ =
lepton discriminant, |ηrec | < 2.3, DM-finding, loose cutoff-based isolation
precT > 20GeV
. (6.2)
The selection criteria in the denominators of eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) are also applied in the
numerators.
The efficiency for τh decays to pass the cutoff-based and MVA-based τh identification discrim-
inants are shown for simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ and Z′ → ττ events in figure 9.
The efficiencies are higher in Z′ → ττ than in SM Z/γ∗ → ττ events, as the τ leptons have
larger pT in the former case. The expected efficiencies of the isolation discriminants range between
40% and 70%, depending on whether tight or loose criteria are applied. The discrimination against
electrons and against muons have respective efficiencies between 60% and 95%, and between 95%
and 99%.
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Figure 9. Efficiency for τh decays in simulated Z/γ∗ → ττ (left) and Z′ → ττ (right) events to be
reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or h±h∓h±, to satisfy the conditions pT > 20GeV
and |η | < 2.3, and to pass: the loose, medium and tight WP of the cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant
(top) and the very loose, loose, medium and tight WP of the MVA-based tau isolation discriminant (bottom).
The efficiency is shown as a function of the generator-level pT of the visible τ decay products in τh decays
that are within |η | < 2.3.
6.3 Misidentification rate for jets
The rate at which quark and gluon jets are reconstructed as τh candidates passing τ identification is
computed for jets with pjetT > 20GeV and |ηjet | < 2.3 as follows:
Pmisid =
pτhT > 20GeV, |ητh | < 2.3, DM-finding, τh ID discriminant
pjetT > 20GeV, |ηjet | < 2.3
. (6.3)
The pjetT and ηjet selection criteria of the denominator are also applied in the numerator. Note that
pT and η are different in the numerator and denominator, because pjetT and ηjet are computed by
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summing the momenta of all the particle constituents of the jet, while pτhT and ητh refer to only
the charged particles and photons included in the decay mode reconstruction of the τh candidate.
Besides, jet energies are calibrated [51] and corrected for pileup effects [52, 53], whereas no energy
calibration or pileup correction is applied to τh candidates.
The rates of jet→ τh misidentification range from a few 10−4 to 10−2. They differ for W+jets
and multijet events, because of the different fractions of quark and gluon jets in the two samples,
and because of differences in jet pT spectra, which are relevant due to the dependence of the jet
→ τh misidentification rates on jet pT (cf. section 10).
The MVA-based τh identification discriminants that include lifetime information reduce the
jet → τh misidentification rate by about 40% relative to cutoff-based discriminants, while the τh
identification efficiencies are very similar.
6.4 Misidentification rate for electrons and muons
The misidentification rates for e → τh and µ → τh are determined for electrons and muons with
p`T > 20GeV and |η` | < 2.3, and can be written as follows:
Pmisid=
pτhT >20GeV, |ητh |,<2.3, DM-finding, loose cutoff-based isolation, lepton discriminant
p`T > 20GeV, |η` | < 2.3
.
(6.4)
Only τh candidates reconstructed within ∆R < 0.3 of a generator-level electron or muon trajectory
are considered for the numerator. The p`T and η` symbols refer to the generator-level pT and η of
the electron or muon.
Typical e → τh misidentification rates range from a few per mille to a few per cent. The rates
for µ→ τh misidentification are at or below the per mille level.
7 Validation with data
Different kinds of events are used to evaluate the τh reconstruction and identification in data. The
τh identification efficiency and energy scale are validated using Z/γ∗ → ττ events. The efficiency
to reconstruct and identify τh of higher pT in more dense hadronic environments is measured using
tt events. Samples of W+jets and multijet events are used to validate the rates with which quark and
gluon jets are misidentified as τh candidates. The misidentification rates for electrons and muons
are measured using Z/γ∗ → ee and Z/γ∗ → µµ events.
The selection of event samples is described in section 7.1. Systematic uncertainties relevant to
the validation of the τh reconstruction and identification are detailed in section 7.2. Themeasurement
of τh identification efficiency, as well as of the rates at which electrons and muons are misidentified
as τh candidates, is based on determining the yield of signal and background processes, for which
we use fits of simulated distributions (templates) to data, as described in section 7.3.
7.1 Event selection
7.1.1 Z/γ∗ → ττ events
The sample of Z/γ∗ → ττ events is selected in decay channels of τ leptons to muon and τh
final states. Except for extracting the τh identification efficiency, Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events are
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recorded using a trigger that demands the presence of a muon and τh [9]. The events used for the
τh identification efficiency measurement are recorded using a single-muon trigger [46], to avoid
potential bias that may arise from requiring a τh at the trigger level. The reconstructed muon is
required to satisfy the conditions pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.1, to pass tight identification criteria,
and to be isolated relative to other particles in the event by Iµ < 0.10pµT , computed according to
eq. (4.1). The τh candidates are required to be reconstructed in one of the decay modes described
in section 5.1, to satisfy the conditions pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3, and to pass the loose WP of the
cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant, the tight WP of the cutoff-based discriminant against muons,
and the loose WP of the discriminant against electrons. The muon and τh candidate are required
to be compatible with originating from the primary collision vertex and be of opposite charge. In
case multiple combinations of muon and τh exist in an event, the combination with the highest sum
in scalar pT is chosen. Background arising from W+jets production is removed by requiring the
transverse mass computed in eq. (4.3) to satisfy the condition mT < 40GeV. Events containing a
second muon of pT > 15GeV and |ηµ | < 2.4, passing loose identification and isolation criteria, are
rejected to suppress Z/γ∗ → µµ Drell-Yan (DY) background.
The transverse impact parameter d0 and the distance |~rSV − ~rPV | between the τ production and
decay vertices in selected Z/γ∗ → ττ events are shown in figure 10. The normalization of the
Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh signal and of background processes is determined through a template fit to the
data, as described in section 7.3, using the visible mass of the muon and τh (mvis) as observable in
the fit. Separate fits are performed for events with τh candidates containing one and three charged
particles. The fitted mvis spectra are also shown in figure 10. The shaded areas represent the sum
of statistical uncertainties of the MC samples and systematic uncertainties, added in quadrature, as
discussed in section 7.2. All distributions agree well with their respective MC simulations.
7.1.2 tt events
A sample of tt events is also selected in the µτh channel. The tt → bbµτh events are required to
pass a single-muon trigger and to contain a muon with pT > 25GeV and |η | < 2.1. The muon
is required to pass tight identification criteria and to be isolated at the level of Iµ < 0.10pµT . The
τh candidate is required to be reconstructed in one of the decay modes described in section 5.1,
to satisfy the conditions pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3, to pass the loose WP of the cutoff-based τh
isolation discriminant, and to be separated from the muon by ∆R > 0.5. The event is also required
to contain two jets of pT > 30GeV and |η | < 2.5, separated from the muon and the τh candidate by
∆R > 0.5. At least one of the jets is required to meet the b tagging criteria [54, 55]. Background
from Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) events is reduced by requiring EmissT > 40GeV. Events containing an
electron of pT > 15GeV and |η | < 2.3, or a second muon of pT > 10GeV and |η | < 2.4 that pass
loose identification and isolation criteria are rejected.
The pT distribution of τh candidates in the tt sample is compared to the Z/γ∗ → ττ sample in
figure 11.
7.1.3 The W+jets sample
Events selected for the W+jets sample are required to pass the single-muon trigger and to contain
a muon with pT > 25GeV and |η | < 2.1, passing tight identification and isolation criteria Iµ <
0.10pµT . The muon and E
miss
T transverse mass, computed according to eq. (4.3), is required to satisfy
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Figure 10. Top: distribution in the visible mass of Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh candidate events, in which the
reconstructed τh candidate contains (upper left) a single or (upper right) three charged particles. Bottom:
distribution in (lower left) transverse impact parameter for events in which the τh candidate contains one
charged particle and (lower right) in the distance between the τ production and decay vertex for events in
which the τh candidate contains three charged particles. The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) events in which either
the reconstructed muon or the reconstructed τh candidate are misidentified are denoted by “DY others”.
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Figure 11. Distribution in the pT of τh candidates in (left) Z/γ∗ → ττ and (right) tt events in data and
in simulations. The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) and tt events in which either the reconstructed muon or the
reconstructed τh candidate is misidentified are denoted in the MC simulation by “DY others” and “tt others”,
respectively.
the condition mT > 50GeV. Selected W+jets candidate events are further required to contain at
least one jet with pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3 that is separated from the muon by ∆R > 0.5.
7.1.4 Multijet sample
The sample of multijet events is selected by requiring the events to pass a single-jet trigger with
the pT threshold of 320GeV. The trigger was not prescaled during the whole data-taking period.
The jet that passes the trigger is required to satisfy the conditions pT > 350GeV and |η | < 2.5.
In order to measure the jet → τh misidentification rate for jets unbiased by the trigger selection,
the following procedure is used: if only one jet in the event passes the trigger requirement, that
jet is excluded from the computation of the jet→ τh misidentification rate, and the other jets with
pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3 in the event are used instead. When two or more jets in the event pass
the trigger requirement, all jets with pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3 are included in the computation of
the misidentification rate. Each jet is unbiased relative to the trigger selection, because the event
would have been triggered by another jet regardless of the rest of the objects in the event.
The pT distribution of jets considered for the computation of the jet→ τh misidentification rate is
compared for W+jets and multijet samples in figure 12. The multijet sample provides more jets with
large pT. Since the single-jet trigger used to select the multijet events requires at least one jet with
pT greater than 320GeV, the sample is enriched with events containing high pT jets that are likely
recoiling against each other. This is the reason for the increase in the jet pT spectrum in bin 300–
400GeV. The distributions observed in data agree with the MC expectation within uncertainties.
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Figure 12. Jet pT distribution in (left)multijet and (right)W+jets events observed in data, compared to theMC
expectation. The uncertainty in the MC expectation is dominated by the uncertainty in the jet energy scale.
7.1.5 The Z/γ∗ → ee and Z/γ∗ → µµ events
A high-purity sample of Z/γ∗ → ee and Z/γ∗ → µµ events is selected by requiring candidate
events to contain at least one well-identified and isolated electron or muon, referred to as the “tag”,
and one τh candidate that passes loose preselection criteria, referred to as the “probe”. The e→ τh
and µ → τh misidentification rates are given by the fraction of probes that pass the τ isolation
criteria, as well as one of the dedicated discriminants for vetoing electrons or muons.
Tag electrons are required to pass a single-electron trigger, to satisfy the conditions pT > 30GeV
and |η | < 2.1, pass tight electron identification criteria, and isolation, with Ie < 0.10peT. Tag elec-
trons reconstructed in the transition region between ECAL barrel and endcap, 1.46 < |η | < 1.56, are
discarded. Similarly, tag muons are required to pass a single-muon trigger, to satisfy the conditions
pT > 25GeV and |η | < 2.1, pass tight muon identification criteria, and isolation, with Iµ < 0.10pµT .
The probe is required to be reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or
h±h∓h±, to satisfy the conditions pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3, and to be separated from the tag
electron or muon by ∆R > 0.5. The pT and η requirements are applied on the values reconstructed
using the HPS algorithm. When an event contains two electron or muon candidates that pass the
tight selection criteria and qualify as tags, the event is selected if it contains at least one combination
of tag and probe leptons that are separated by ∆R > 0.5. In this case, all combinations of tag and
probe leptons separated by ∆R > 0.5 are considered in the analysis.
The contribution of W+jets and tt backgrounds is reduced by requiring selected events to pass
a requirement on the transverse mass of a tag electron or muon and EmissT , computed according
to eq. (4.3), respectively, of mT < 25GeV or < 40GeV. The contribution of the W+jets and tt
background to the Z/γ∗ → ee event sample is further suppressed by requiring EmissT < 25GeV.
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7.2 Systematic uncertainties
Various imprecisely known or simulated effects can affect the level of agreement between data and
simulation, irrespective of τh reconstruction and identification.
Electron andmuon trigger, identification, and isolation efficiencies are measured using Z/γ∗ →
ee and Z/γ∗ → µµ events via the “tag-and-probe” method [56] with a precision of 2% [45, 46].
The uncertainty on the τh trigger efficiency is ≈3%.
The jet energy scale (JES) is validated using γ+jets, Z+jets, and dijet events [51]. The
uncertainty in JES ranges from 1% to 10%, depending on pT and η of the jet. The effect of
uncertainty in energy resolution is found to be small and is not considered in this analysis. The
efficiency for b jets to pass the medium WP of the CSV b tagging algorithm, and the mistag rates
for light-quark and gluon jets are measured using tt and multijet events, and are in the ranges of
2–7% and 10–20%, respectively [54, 55].
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.6% [57].
The theoretical uncertainties on the production cross sections are 5% for Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ,
τ) DY production, and 15% for the tt, diboson, and single top quark backgrounds. These include
the uncertainties in PDF, estimated following the recommendation in refs. [58, 59], and on the
modelling of parton showers and of the underlying event.
The uncertainty in reweighting of simulated tt MC events, described in section 3, is estimated
by changing the weights from their nominal values to the square of the nominal values and to no
reweighting.
The energy scale of electrons and muons is calibrated using J/Ψ → ``, Υ → ``, and Z → ``
(` = e, µ) events, and is known to an uncertainty of 1% [45, 46].
The EmissT scale and resolution is known to a few per cent uncertainty from studies performed
in Z/γ∗ → µµ, Z/γ∗ → ee, and γ+jets events [37].
7.3 Template fits
The measurements of the τh identification efficiency, of the τh energy scale, and of the misidentifi-
cation rates for electrons and muons are based on fitting the distribution of some observable in data
with templates representing signal and background processes.
The likelihood function L used in the fit is given by the product of Poisson probabilities to
observe ni events in each bin i of the distribution, given a number νi events expected from signal
and background processes in that bin:
L (µ, θ) = P (data|µ, θ) p(θ˜ |θ) =
∏
i
νnii
ni!
exp(−νi) p(θ˜ |θ). (7.1)
The number of expected events depends on the parameter of interest (POI) µ that we wish to
measure, such as the τh identification efficiency, the energy scale, or the misidentification rates for
electrons and muons, and on the values of “nuisance” parameters θ that represent the systematic
uncertainties discussed in the previous section.
The function p(θ˜ |θ) represents the probability to observe a value θ˜ in an auxiliary measurement
of the nuisance parameter, given that the true value is θ. The nuisance parameters are treated via the
frequentist paradigm, as described in refs. [60, 61]. Constraints on nuisance parameters that affect
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the normalization, but not the shape of the distribution are represented by log-normal probability
density functions. Systematic uncertainties that affect the distribution as well as the normalization
are incorporated into the likelihood fit via the technique detailed in ref. [62] and constrained by
Gaussian probability density functions.
Statistical uncertainties on the templates are accounted for by introducing additional nuisance
parameters into the likelihood fit that provide uncorrelated single-bin fluctuations of the background
expectation, following the method described in ref. [63].
The value of µ that maximizes the likelihood function L in eq. (7.1) is taken as the best-fit
estimate for the parameter of interest, referred to as µobs. The uncertainty in the measured value
µobs is obtained by determining lower and upper bounds, µmin and µmax, for which the negative
logarithm of the likelihood function exceeds the maximum by half a unit:
− lnL
(
µmin, θˆµmin
)
= − lnL
(
µobs, θˆµobs
)
+ 0.5, (7.2)
and similarly for µmax. The nuisance parameters are profiled, that is, the values θˆµmin and θˆµmax are
chosen such that the likelihood function reaches its local maximum, subject to the constraint that
the POI value equals µmin and µmax, respectively.
The best-fit value of the POI that we obtain from one measurement, e.g. of the τh identification
efficiency, can depend on the POI of another measurement, e.g. of the τh energy scale. Correlations
of this kind are taken into account in the template fits by using the other POI measurements as
nuisance parameters in the fit, with an uncertainty of 6% for the τh identification efficiency, 3%
for the τh energy scale, 20% for the jet → τh misidentification rate, and 30% for the e → τh and
µ → τh misidentification rates. The rate for e → τh and µ → τh instrumental background in the
MC simulation is corrected by the data-to-MC ratios given in tables 6 and 7.
8 Measurement of the τh identification efficiency
The efficiency to reconstruct and identify τh decays is measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh and
tt→ bbµτh events.
8.1 Tau identification efficiency in Z/γ∗ → ττ events
The measurement of the τh identification efficiency in Z/γ∗ → ττ events is based on selecting a
sample of Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events without applying any τh identification criteria and determining
the number of τh decays passing and failing the τh identification discriminant.
Following the event selection criteria described in section 7.1.1, candidate events are required
to pass a single-muon trigger, a higher pT threshold for the muon with pT > 25GeV, and, instead of
requiring the event to contain a τh candidate that passes the τh identification discriminants, a loose
τh candidate selection is applied as follows. Reconstructed jets are required to satisfy the conditions
pjetT > 20GeV and |ηjet | < 2.3, to be separated from the muon by ∆R > 0.5, and to contain at least
one trackwith pT > 5GeV. The track of highest pT within the jet is required to have a charge opposite
to that of the muon, and to be compatible with originating from the same vertex. When more than
one jet passes the τh candidate selection criteria, the jet with largest pT is used for this check.
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In addition, tight kinematic criteria are applied to reduce contributions from background
processes. The mT criterion described in section 7.1.1 is complemented by a requirement on a
topological discriminant. The topological discriminant [64] is based on the projections:
Pζ =
(
~pµT + ~p
τh
T + ~p
miss
T
)
· ~ζ
|~ζ |
and Pvisζ =
(
~pµT + ~p
τh
T
)
· ~ζ
|~ζ |
(8.1)
on the axis ~ζ , given by the bisector of the momenta in the transverse plane of the visible decay
products of the two τ leptons. The discriminant utilizes the fact that the angle between the neutrinos
produced in τ decays and the visible τ decay products is typically small, forcing the ~pmissT vector
in Z/γ∗ → ττ events to point in the direction of ~pµT + ~pτhT , which is often not the case in W+jets
and tt events. Selected events are required to satisfy the condition Pζ − 1.85Pvisζ > −15GeV. This
reduces the sum of backgrounds passing the mT criterion by about a factor two. Background from
tt production is reduced by vetoing events that contain jets of pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.5 that
pass b tagging criteria. The background contributions arising from WW, WZ, and ZZ production
are suppressed by rejecting events that contain an electron with pT > 15GeV and |η | < 2.4 or a
second muon with pT > 5GeV and |η | < 2.4. The electrons and muons considered for this veto are
required to pass loose identification and isolation criteria.
The τh identification efficiency, τ , is obtained through a simultaneous fit of the number of
Z/γ∗ → ττ events, Nτpass and Nτfail, with τh candidates passing (“pass” region) and failing (“fail”
region) the τh identification discriminant. The fit is performed as described in section 7.3. The
τh identification efficiency is taken as the parameter of interest µ in the fit. The number of
Z/γ∗ → ττ events in the pass and fail regions as a function of µ are given by Nτpass = µ NZ/γ∗→ττ
and Nτfail = (1 − µ) NZ/γ
∗→ττ , respectively. The normalization of the Z/γ∗ → ττ signal in the sum
of pass and fail regions, NZ/γ∗→ττ , as well as the templates for signal in both regions are obtained
from the MC simulation. The systematic uncertainties discussed in section 7.2 are represented
by nuisance parameters in the fit. An additional nuisance parameter with an uncertainty of 3% is
included in the fit to account for the uncertainty in the energy scale of the τh decays.
Contributions from background processes, especially to the fail region, are sizeable. The
distributions for Z/γ∗ → µµ, W+jets, tt, single top quark, and diboson backgrounds are obtained
from MC simulation. The uncertainty in the yield of Z/γ∗ → µµ and diboson (tt and single top
quark) backgrounds is increased to 30% (20%), to account for the uncertainty in the rate with which
muons (light-quark and gluon jets) are misidentified as τh decays.
The normalization of the W+jets background that is used as input to the fit is determined
from data, using a control region defined by inverting the mT < 40GeV selection and requiring
mT > 70GeV instead. The contributions of other backgrounds to this control region, referred to
as high-mT sideband, are subtracted, based on MC predictions, before extrapolating the event yield
observed in the control region into the signal region. The extrapolation factor from mT > 70GeV
to mT < 40GeV is obtained from MC simulation. The uncertainty in the W+jets background in the
signal region, arising from the statistical uncertainty in the event yield in the control region, and
from the uncertainty in the extrapolation factor, amounts to 15%, and is represented by a nuisance
parameter in the fit.
The normalization and distribution of the multijet background is estimated from data, using
events inwhich themuon and loose τh candidate have the same charge. The extrapolation factor from
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the same-sign (SS) to the opposite-sign (OS) region is measured in events in which the muon fails
the isolation criterion. The contributions from DY, tt, single top quark, and diboson backgrounds
to the OS and SS event samples with non-isolated muons, and to the SS event sample with isolated
muons, are subtracted according to MC expectation. The number of W+jets events subtracted is
determined using a control region in which the muon and the τh candidate have the same charge,
and mT > 70GeV. The procedure provides an estimate of the multijet background in the signal
region with an uncertainty of 10%.
Two alternative observables are used to perform the fit: (i) mvis, the visible mass of the muon
and the τh candidate, and (ii) Ntracks, the multiplicity of tracks within a cone of size ∆R < 0.5
centred on the τh direction. The main results are obtained using mvis. Fits of the Ntracks distribution
are used to measure the τh identification efficiency as function of pT and η of the τh candidate, and
also as function of Nvtx.
Two other uncertainties are considered when Ntracks is used in the fit. The track reconstruction
efficiency ismeasuredwith an uncertainty of 3.9% [21], and an uncertainty of 10% is attributed to the
multiplicity of tracks associatedwith the τh candidates that are from jet→ τh misidentifications. The
10% represents the uncertainty on the multiplicity of charged hadrons produced in the hadronization
of quarks and gluons into jets. The uncertainties in track reconstruction efficiency and hadronization
affect the Ntracks distributions obtained from the MC simulation. We account for these uncertainties
by producing Ntracks distributions with means shifted by±3.9% and±10%. The shifted distributions
are produced as follows: for a given event, we set N shiftedtracks = Ntracks. We then iterate over the
collection of reconstructed tracks. For each track, we sample from a uniform distribution, and when
the random number thus selected is below the magnitude of the shift (either 0.039 or 0.10) we
reduce or increase N shiftedtracks by one unit, depending on whether we have, respectively, a downward-
or upward-shifted template.
A closure test is performed using pseudo-data, given by the sum of MC simulated signal and
background events and the multijet background obtained from data. Different pseudo-experiments
are generated so as to be able to change signal yields and verify that the fit determines the τh
identification efficiency without bias when the signal fraction differs from the nominal value.
An uncertainty of 3.9% is added in quadrature to the uncertainty in τ determined in the fit. The
value of 3.9% represents the uncertainty to pass the loose τh candidate selections, and in particular
to reconstruct a track with pT > 5GeV.
The τh identification efficiencies measured in the data are quoted relative to theMC expectation.
The results are given in table 3. The data-to-MC ratios obtained usingmvis and Ntracks are compatible.
All ratios are compatible with unity within the estimated uncertainties of ≈ 4.5%. Plots of the mvis
and Ntracks distributions in the pass and fail regions are presented in figures 13 and 14.
The fits of the Ntracks distribution are repeated for the pass and fail samples, split into bins of pT
and η, and into bins of Nvtx, to obtain the dependence of the tau identification efficiency on pT and
η of the τh candidate, and on pileup, respectively. The results are illustrated in figures 15 and 16.
Within uncertainties, amounting to ≈ 5%, the scale factors are compatible with unity.
The efficiency for τh decays in Z/γ∗ → ττ events to pass the discriminants for vetoing
electrons and muons, described in section 5.3, are also measured, using a template fit to the mvis
distribution. Events passing the selection criteria described above, and containing a τh candidate
with pT > 20GeV and |η | < 2.3 reconstructed in one of the decay modes h±, h±pi0, h±pi0pi0, or
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Figure 13. Distribution in mvis observed in the pass (left) and fail (right) samples of Z/γ∗ → ττ candidate
events used to measure the τh identification efficiency, compared to the MC expectation, for the loose WP
of the cutoff-based (top) and MVA-based (bottom) τh isolation discriminants. Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ)
events in which either the reconstructed muon or the reconstructed τh candidate is due to a misidentification
are denoted by “DY others”. The expected mvis distribution is shown for the values of nuisance parameters
obtained from the likelihood fit to the data, described in section 7.3. The “Uncertainty” bands represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
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Figure 14. Distribution in Ntracks observed in the pass (left) and fail (right) samples of Z/γ∗ → ττ candidate
events used to measure the τh identification efficiency, compared to the MC expectation, for the loose WP of
the cutoff-based (top) and MVA-based (bottom) τh isolation discriminants. Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) events
in which either the reconstructed muon or the reconstructed τh candidate is due to a misidentification are
denoted by “DY others”. The expected Ntracks distribution is shown for the values of nuisance parameters
obtained from the likelihood fit to the data, described in section 7.3. The “Uncertainty” bands represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
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Figure 15. Tau identification efficiency measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events as function of pT and η, for
the cutoff-based and MVA-based τh isolation discriminants, compared to the MC expectation. The efficiency
is computed relative to τh candidates passing the loose τh candidate selection described in section 8.1.
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Table 3. Data-to-MC ratios of the efficiency for τh decays to pass different identification discriminants,
measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events. The results obtained using the observables mvis and Ntracks are
quoted in separate columns.
WP
Data/Simulation
mvis Ntracks
Cutoff-based
Loose 1.006 ± 0.044 0.963 ± 0.051
Medium 0.984 ± 0.044 0.982 ± 0.048
Tight 0.982 ± 0.044 0.997 ± 0.052
MVA-based
Very loose 1.034 ± 0.044 0.940 ± 0.086
Loose 1.017 ± 0.044 1.026 ± 0.054
Medium 1.014 ± 0.044 0.992 ± 0.057
Tight 1.015 ± 0.045 0.975 ± 0.052
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Figure 16. Tau identification efficiency measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events as a function of the number
of reconstructed vertices Nvtx, for the cutoff-based and MVA-based τh isolation discriminants, compared to
the MC expectation. The efficiency is computed relative to τh candidates passing the loose τh candidate
selection described in section 8.1.
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h±h∓h±, and passing the loose WP of the cutoff-based tau isolation discriminant, are divided into
pass and fail samples, depending on whether the τh candidate passes or fails the electron or muon
discriminants of section 5.3, respectively. The efficiencies measured in data are in agreement with
the MC expectation within the uncertainty of the measurement, amounting to less than 1%.
8.2 Tau identification efficiency in tt → bbµτh events
The sample of tt→ bbµτh candidate events is selected as described in section 7.1.2. The high level
of background contamination in the tt → bbµτh event sample impedes the measurement of the τh
identification efficiency using the number of τh decays that pass and fail τ identification criteria.
Instead, we determine the τh identification efficiency ετ from the yield of tt→ bbµτh signal events
passing τh identification criteria, using the relation:
ετ =
Nτpass
εnon−τLσtt
, (8.2)
where Nτpass denotes the number of observed tt → bbµτh signal events, and is obtained through a
template fit that takes into account the contribution of background processes. The symbol L denotes
the integrated luminosity of the analyzed data, and σtt the product of the tt production cross section
and the branching fraction. The efficiency of the event selection criteria other than the identification
efficiency of τh is denoted by εnon−τ , and is obtained from the MC simulation. The MC-to-data
corrections are applied for the muon trigger, identification, and isolation efficiencies, and for the
EmissT resolution. Residual differences between data and MC simulation that may affect εnon−τ are
considered as systematic uncertainties. We refer to this sample as the pass region.
The number of Nτpass events, as well as the contributions from background processes, are
determined by fitting the distribution inmT of eq. (4.3) in the selected event sample, using templates
for signal and background processes.
The templates for the tt → bbµτh signal and for DY, W+jets, single top quark, and diboson
backgrounds are obtained from the MC simulation. Due to the tt contribution in the high-mT
sideband, the normalization of the W+jets background cannot be determined from the data, and is
taken from the MC simulation, with an uncertainty of 30%. A substantial background arises from tt
events in which the reconstructed τh candidate corresponds to either a jet→ τh, e→ τh, or µ→ τh
misidentification. The tt background with such τh candidates is included in the fit as a separate
contribution with an independent normalization. The template for the tt background is obtained
from the MC simulation. The multijet template is obtained from a control region, by applying event
selection criteria that are similar to the pass region, except that the muon isolation requirement is
changed to Iµ > 0.10 pµT and the jets are not required to pass b tagging criteria. The contribution
from tt and backgrounds from sources other than multijet events are subtracted according to MC
predictions, using the samples and cross sections described in section 3. Because of this subtraction,
the template for the multijet background depends on systematic uncertainties that affect the tt signal
and non-multijet backgrounds. The dependence is taken into account through suitable changes in
the template as function of the corresponding nuisance parameters in the fit.
Systematic uncertainties that can affect the yield of tt → bbµτh signal in the pass region, as
well as the rate for background processes, are constrained using a control region dominated by
tt→ bbµµ events, which we refer to as the dimuon region.
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Table 4. Data-to-MC ratios of the efficiency for τh decays in tt → bbµτh events to pass different τh
identification discriminants.
WP Data/Simulation
Cutoff-based
Loose 1.037 ± 0.097
Medium 1.050 ± 0.107
Tight 1.047 ± 0.108
MVA-based
Very loose 0.927 ± 0.097
Loose 1.009 ± 0.097
Medium 0.956 ± 0.118
Tight 1.080 ± 0.117
Events in the dimuon region are selected by requiring two muons with pT > 20GeV and
|η | < 2.4, passing tight identification and isolation criteria. The muons are required to be of
opposite charge, and to be compatible with originating from the same vertex. The mass of the muon
pair is required to exceed mµµ > 50GeV, and not be within 10GeV of the nominal Z boson mass,
i.e. requiring |mµµ − mZ | > 10GeV. The event is also required to pass the single-muon trigger. At
least one of the muons is required to satisfy the conditions pT > 25GeV and |η | < 2.1, to ensure
that the single-muon trigger is fully efficient. The event is further required to contain two jets with
pT > 30GeV and |η | < 2.5, separated from each of the muons by ∆R > 0.5. At least one of the jets
is required to pass b tagging criteria. The EmissT in the event must be > 40GeV. Events containing
additional electrons with pT > 15GeV and |η | < 2.3, or muons with pT > 10GeV and |η | < 2.4
that pass loose identification and isolation criteria, are rejected.
The trigger and event selection criteria that are applied to select tt → bbµτh and tt → bbµµ
events are chosen to be as similar as possible. This ensures that the systematic uncertainties affecting
the yield of signal and background processes are the same in the pass and in the dimuon regions.
The mT distributions observed in the two regions are fitted simultaneously. In the dimuon control
region, the transverse mass is computed by choosing one of the two muons at random.
The data-to-MC ratios of τh identification efficiencies measured in tt → bbµτh events are
given in table 4. Within the uncertainty of the measurement of 9–11%, the efficiencies of all τh
identification discriminators are compatible with the MC expectations. Plots of the distribution in
mT in the pass and dimuon control regions are shown in figure 17. Data and MC simulation agree
within uncertainties after the fit.
9 Measurement of the τh energy scale
The energy scale for τh (referred to as τES), defined as the average reconstructed τh energy relative
to the generator level energy of the visible τ decay products, is an important source of systematic
uncertainty in many analyses with τ leptons in the final state. In particular, τES has a significant
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Figure 17. Distribution in the transverse mass of the muon and EmissT in the pass region (left) and in the
dimuon region (right) in tt events used to measure the τh identification efficiency, for the loose WP of the
cutoff-based (top) and MVA-based (bottom) τh isolation discriminants, respectively. The tt events in which
either the reconstructed muon or the reconstructed τh candidate are misidentified are denoted by “tt others”.
The expected mT distribution is shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from the likelihood
fit to the data, as described in section 7.3. The “Uncertainty” band represents the statistical and systematic
uncertainties added in quadrature.
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influence on the potential to discover a H → ττ signal in the presence of the dominant irreducible
background from DY Z/γ∗ → ττ production in the ττ mass distribution [1].
AnMC-to-data τES correction is determined by fitting the distributions of observables sensitive
to the energy scale, using a sample ofZ/γ∗ → ττ → µτh events. The events are selected as described
in section 7.1.1, except that the τh candidates are required to pass the mediumWP of theMVA-based
τh isolation discriminant, instead of the loose WP of the cutoff-based discriminant.
The τES is measured separately for τh candidates reconstructed in the decay modes h±, h±pi0s,
and h±h∓h± in bins of 20 < pT < 30GeV, 30 < pT < 45GeV, and pT > 45GeV.
Two alternative observables are used to perform the fit: the reconstructed mass of the τh
candidate mτh , and mvis, the mass of muon and τh candidate. The mvis and mτh templates for the
Z/γ∗ → ττ signal are computed by changing the τh four-momentum, reconstructed as described
in section 5.1, as a function of τES, and recomputing mvis and mτh after each such change. For τh
candidates reconstructed in the h±pi0s and h±h∓h± modes, all components of the τh four-vector are
scaled by the given τES factor, while for τh candidates in the h± decay mode we scale the energy and
adjust the momentum such that η, φ and mass of the four-vector remain unchanged. The observable
mτh is defined only for τh candidates reconstructed in the h±pi0s and h±h∓h± modes, and the energy
scale of τh candidates reconstructed in the h± decay mode is measured via mvis.
The Z/γ∗ → ττ signal is modelled via the “embedding” technique [1]. The method is based
on selecting Z/γ∗ → µµ events in data, and replacing the reconstructed muons by generator-level
τ leptons. The τ decays are simulated using tauola, and the geant4-based detector simulation
is used to model the detector response to the τ decay products. The visible τ decay products are
reconstructed with the PF algorithm, and mixed with the remaining particles of the Z/γ∗ → µµ
event, after the two muons are removed. Finally, τh candidates, jets, and EmissT are reconstructed,
the isolation of electrons and muons is computed, and the event is analyzed as if it were data.
Embedded samples are produced for the entire data-taking period, covering the same run ranges as
the data used to measure the τES correction.
The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ), W+jets, tt, single top quark, and diboson backgrounds are modelled
using MC simulation. The templates for background processes are kept unchanged as function of
τES.
The multijet background is obtained directly from data, using events in which the muon is not
isolated, and of the same charge as the τh candidate, as described in section 8.1.
For illustration, the mτh templates corresponding to τES shifts of 0, −6, and +6% are shown for
τh candidates of 20 < pT < 30GeV in figure 18. The data are compared to the sum of Z/γ∗ → ττ
and expected background distributions. A positive and negative slope in the data-to-MC ratio
shown in the bottom parts of the figures indicates that the best-fit values of the τES correction are,
respectively, larger and smaller than the shift shown in the figure.
The best-fit values for the τES correction are presented in figure 19. The variable mτh is seen
to be the more sensitive observable compared to mvis, as indicated by smaller uncertainties.
Numerical values of the measured τES corrections are given in table 5. The τES corrections
obtained using the observablesmvis andmτh agree within their uncertainties. For τh reconstructed in
the decay modes h± and h±h∓h±, the energy scale measured in data agrees with the simulation. The
energy of τh candidates reconstructed in the decay mode h±pi0s is lower by about 1% in data than in
simulation. We do not find any indication of a dependence of the measured τES corrections on pτhT .
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Figure 18. Distribution in mτh , observed in events containing τh candidates of 20 < pT < 30GeV,
reconstructed in the decay modes h±pi0s (top) and h±h∓h± (bottom), compared to the sum of Z/γ∗ → ττ
signal plus background expectation. The mτh shape templates for the Z/γ∗ → ττ signal are shown for τES
variations of −6% (left), 0% (centre) and +6% (right). For clarity, the symbols pτT and mτ are used instead
of pτhT and mτh in these plots.
10 Measurement of the misidentification rate for jets
The rate for quark and gluon jets to be misidentified as τh decays is measured in W+jets and multijet
events. The events are selected as described in sections 7.1.3 and 7.1.4, respectively.
The jet→ τh misidentification rate is measured as a function of jet pT and η, and as a function
of Nvtx. The rate is computed according to eq. (6.3). The jets considered in the denominator are
required to pass a set of loose jet identification criteria [49], and to be compatible with originating
from the primary collision vertex.
The misidentification rates measured in W+jets and in multijet events are shown in figures 20–
22 and compared to MC expectation. The contributions from background processes, predominantly
arising from tt and heavy-flavour jet production in the W+jets sample, and from tt in the multijet
sample, are included in the comparison.
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Figure 19. Energy scale corrections for τh measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ events, using the distribution in (left)
visible mass of muon and τh and (right) of the τh candidate mass, for τh reconstructed in different decay
modes and in different ranges of τh candidate pT.
Table 5. Energy scale corrections for τh measured in Z/γ∗ → ττ events, using the distribution in mvis and
mτh , for τh reconstructed in different decay modes and τh pT bins. The τES corrections measured for the com-
bination of all τh decaymodes and pT bins are also given in the table. It is obtained bymeans of an independent
fit and hence may be different from the average of τES corrections measured for individual decay modes.
τES correction measured using mvis [%]
Decay mode 20 < pT < 30GeV 30 < pT < 45GeV pT > 45GeV All pT
h± 0.0 ± 2.3 0.2 ± 1.3 0.0 ± 0.8 0.2 ± 0.5
h±pi0s 0.0 ± 2.3 0.9 ± 1.6 −1.2 ± 1.0 −0.3 ± 0.6
h±h∓h± 0.5 ± 1.4 0.7 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 0.7
All decay modes 0.9 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 0.8 0.1 ± 0.7 0.5 ± 0.5
τES correction measured using mτh [%]
Decay mode 20 < pT < 30GeV 30 < pT < 45GeV pT > 45GeV All pT
h± — — — —
h±pi0s 1.7 ± 0.6 1.4 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.4
h±h∓h± 0.0 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.6 0.3 ± 0.2
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Figure 20. Probabilities for quark and gluon jets in W+jets (top) and multijet (bottom) events to pass
the cutoff-based (left) and MVA-based (right) τh isolation discriminant, as a function of jet pT. The
misidentification rates measured in the data are compared to the MC expectation.
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Figure 21. Probabilities for quark and gluon jets in W+jets (top) and multijet (bottom) events to pass the
cutoff-based (left) and MVA-based (right) τh isolation discriminant, as a function of jet η. The misidentifi-
cation rates measured in the data are compared to the MC expectation.
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Figure 22. Probabilities for quark and gluon jets in W+jets (top) and multijet (bottom) events to pass the
cutoff-based (left) and MVA-based (right) τh isolation discriminant, as a function of Nvtx. The misidentifica-
tion rates measured in the data are compared to the MC expectation.
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In general, the misidentification rates are higher in W+jets than in multijet events. The differ-
ence is due to the higher fraction of quark jets in W+jets events. Quark jets typically have a lower
particle multiplicity and are more collimated than gluon jets, thereby increasing their probability to
be misidentified as τh decays. The jet → τh misidentification rates for quark jets as well as gluon
jets typically decrease as function of jet pT, as particle multiplicities increase for jets with larger pT.
Moderate increases in the rate of jet → τh are observed at high pileup and at large |η |. The
increase in the misidentification rate as a function of Nvtx is due to the ∆β correction described in
section 5.2.1, which, in events with high pileup, effectively relaxes the criteria on neutral-particle
isolation, as is necessary to maintain a high τh identification efficiency. The effect is reduced for
the MVA-based τh isolation discriminant. The increase of the misidentification rate at high |η |
results from a decrease in track reconstruction efficiency near the edge of the geometric acceptance
of the tracking detectors, which reduces the effectiveness of the isolation criteria. The dependence
of the misidentification rate on Nvtx and η increases with jet pT, and is therefore more pronounced
for multijet events compared to W+jets events. Overall, the jet → τh misidentification rates vary
between ≈10−4 and ≈4 × 10−2.
Notable differences are observed in the data/MC rate with which quark and gluon jets in
W+jets and multijet events pass the cutoff-based and MVA-based isolation discriminants at high
|η |. Comparisonwith the rates for τh identification discriminants based on charged-particle isolation
demonstrate that the difference is due to imprecise modelling of neutral particle isolation in the high
|η | region in MC simulation. The effect is caused by a restriction in detector simulation to a time
window of ±50 ns around the nominal bunch crossing, while the ECAL electronics samples the
signal amplitudes in 10 consecutive intervals of 25 ns within a time window of −75 ns to +150 ns in
order to correct, on an event-by-event basis, the energy reconstructed in the crystals for out-of-time
pileup [65]. The restriction in detector simulation to a time window of ±50 ns leads to a moderate
mismodelling of the effect of out-of-time pileup on the isolation of τh candidates reconstructed in
the ECAL endcap with respect to neutral particles.
A trend is observed in the ratio of misidentification rates measured in multijet events relative
to the MC simulation as a function of pT. While the rates for jet→ τh measured in data exceed the
MC expectation at low pT, the rates measured at high pT fall short of the simulation. The magnitude
of the effect on the data/MC ratio is ≈20%. The trend is observed for the cutoff-based and for the
MVA-based τh identification discriminants, and is of similar magnitude for jets in the central and
forward regions.
11 Measurement of misidentification rates for electrons and muons
The probability for electrons or muons to pass the τh identification criteria, and in particular to
pass the dedicated discriminants against electrons or muons described in section 5.3 are measured
through the tag-and-probe technique using Z/γ∗ → ee or Z/γ∗ → µµ events [56].
The events are selected as described in section 7.1.5. The probe is furthermore required to pass
the loose WP of the cutoff-based τh isolation discriminant. Depending on whether the probe passes
the lepton veto discriminator under study, the event enters either the pass or the fail region. When
an event contains either two electron or two muon candidates that pass the tight selection criteria
and qualify as tags, both combinations of the tag and probe leptons are considered.
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The e → τh and µ → τh misidentification rate, Pmisid, is measured using a simultaneous fit of
the number of Z/γ∗ → ee or Z/γ∗ → µµ events in the pass and fail regions (Nprobepass and Nprobefail ).
The visible mass of the tag and probe pair is fitted using templates for the Z/γ∗ → ee or Z/γ∗ → µµ
signal, and Z/γ∗ → ττ, W+jets, tt, single top quark, diboson, and multijet backgrounds. The
templates for the Z/γ∗ → ee and Z/γ∗ → µµ signal and for all background processes, except
multijets, are obtained from simulation. The normalization is performed according to the cross
sections detailed in section 3, except for the W+jets background, the rate of which is determined
from data, using the high-mT sideband method described in section 8.1. The distribution and
normalization of the multijet background is determined from data, using events in which tag and
probe have the same charge. Contributions from other backgrounds to the same-charge control
region are subtracted, using the MC predictions. The fit is performed as described in section 7.3,
taking the e → τh or µ → τh misidentification rate as the parameter of interest µ. The number of
Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ) events in the pass and fail regions are given, respectively, as a function of µ
by Nprobepass = µ NZ/γ
∗→`` and Nprobefail = (1 − µ) NZ/γ
∗→`` .
Systematic uncertainties are represented by nuisance parameters in the template fits. The
uncertainties in the normalization of signal and background processes rescale the yield in the pass
and fail region by the same factor. Uncertainties in the energy scale of the tag and probe leptons
are represented by uncertainties in the fitted distributions. The energy scales of tag electrons and
muons are known with an uncertainty of 1%. Larger uncertainties of 5% and 3% are assigned to
the energy scale of probe electrons and muons.
A correction is applied to account for the fact that not all probes in Z/γ∗ → ee or Z/γ∗ → µµ
events are electrons or muons. In particular, in the pass region there is a few percent contamination
from jet → τh. The contamination is corrected by subtracting from the number of Z/γ∗ → ee or
Z/γ∗ → µµ events in the fit the expected number of jet → τh misidentifications, obtained from
MC simulation. A 20% systematic uncertainty is assigned to the small number of jet→ τh events
subtracted, motivated by the level of agreement of the jet → τh misidentification rates observed
between data and simulation presented in section 10.
11.1 Misidentification rate for electrons
In the measurement of the e→ τh misidentification rate, the distribution in mvis is fitted within the
range 60 < mvis < 120GeV. Separate fits are performed for probes in the barrel (|η | < 1.46) and in
the endcap (|η | > 1.56) regions of ECAL. Plots of the mvis distributions in the pass and fail regions
are presented for the loose WP of the electron discriminant in figure 23. In Z/γ∗ → ττ events that
enter the pass region, the tag electrons are mainly due to τ− → e−νeντ decays, while the probes are
typically due to hadronic τ decays.
The e → τh misidentification rates measured for different WP of the electron discriminant
are given in table 6. The measured misidentification rates exceed the MC prediction by up to a
factor of 1.7. The difference between data and MC simulation, quantified by the deviation in the
ratio data/simulation from unity, increases for tight and very tight WP. Figure 24 shows a graphical
comparison of the misidentification rates measured in data to the MC expectation. The measured
data/simulation ratios are taken into account in physics analyses by applying suitable MC-to-data
correction factors.
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Figure 23. Distribution in the visible mass of the tag and probe pair in the pass (left) and fail (right)
regions, for the loose WP of the electron discriminant in the barrel (top) and endcap (bottom) regions. The
distributions observed in Z/γ∗ → ee candidate events selected in data are compared to the MC expectation,
shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from the likelihood fit to the data, as described in
section 7.3. The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) events in which either the tag or the probe electron are misidentified
are denoted by “DY others”. The tt, single top quark, and diboson backgrounds yield a negligible contribution
to the selected event sample and, while present in the fit, are omitted from the legend. The “Uncertainty”
band represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
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Table 6. Probability for electrons to pass different WP of the discriminant against electrons. The e → τh
misidentification rates measured in Z/γ∗ → ee events are compared to the MC expectation, separately for
electrons in the ECAL barrel and endcap regions.
WP Simulation Data Data/Simulation
ECAL barrel (|η | < 1.46)
Very loose (2.06 ± 0.01) × 10−2 (2.37 ± 0.06) × 10−2 1.15 ± 0.03
Loose (4.48 ± 0.05) × 10−3 (5.61 ± 0.17) × 10−3 1.25 ± 0.04
Medium (1.73 ± 0.03) × 10−3 (2.30 ± 0.18) × 10−3 1.33 ± 0.10
Tight (9.70 ± 0.02) × 10−4 (1.28 ± 0.21) × 10−3 1.32 ± 0.21
Very tight (6.83 ± 0.02) × 10−4 (1.13 ± 0.20) × 10−3 1.66 ± 0.30
ECAL endcap (|η | > 1.56)
Very loose (2.93 ± 0.02) × 10−2 (3.11 ± 0.09) × 10−2 1.06 ± 0.03
Loose (4.46 ± 0.09) × 10−3 (4.67 ± 0.22) × 10−3 1.05 ± 0.05
Medium (1.54 ± 0.05) × 10−3 (1.83 ± 0.22) × 10−3 1.19 ± 0.15
Tight (8.83 ± 0.38) × 10−4 (1.16 ± 0.26) × 10−3 1.32 ± 0.31
Very tight (6.50 ± 0.33) × 10−4 (1.04 ± 0.26) × 10−3 1.60 ± 0.40
11.2 Misidentification rate for muons
In the measurement of the µ → τh misidentification rate, the distribution in mvis is fitted within
the range 60 < mvis < 120GeV. The fit is performed separately in the regions |η | < 1.2,
1.2 ≤ |η | ≤ 1.7, and |η | > 1.7. Plots of the mvis distributions in the pass and fail regions
are presented for the loose WP of the cutoff-based muon discriminant in figures 25 and 26. In
Z/γ∗ → ττ events that enter the pass region, the tag muons are mainly due to τ− → µ−νµντ decays,
while the probes are typically due to hadronic τ decays.
The µ → τh misidentification rates measured for different WP of the cutoff-based and MVA-
based muon discriminants are given in table 7. The rates measured in the data exceed the MC
prediction. The difference between data and MC simulation is higher in the forward than in the
central region, and increases as the muon rejection criteria are tightened. Figure 27 illustrates the
results given in table 7. The observed differences between data and simulation have little effect on
most analyses, as the background due to muons that get misidentified as τh decays is typically very
small compared to other backgrounds.
12 Summary
The algorithms used by the CMS experiment for reconstruction and identification of hadronic τ de-
cays in Run 1 data from the LHC have been presented, and their performance validated with proton-
proton collision data recorded at
√
s = 8TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1.
The algorithms achieve a τh identification efficiency of typically 50–60%, and misidentification
rates for quark and gluon jets, electrons, and muons that vary between the per mille and per cent
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Figure 24. Probability for electrons in Z/γ∗ → ee events to pass different WP of the discriminant against
electrons. The e → τh misidentification rates measured in data are compared to the MC expectation,
separately for electrons in the barrel (|η | < 1.46) and in the endcap (|η | > 1.56) regions of the electromagnetic
calorimeter.
level. The reconstruction of different τh decay modes and their energies is demonstrated to be robust
against pileup.
The τh identification efficiency measured in the data agrees with the MC expectation within the
uncertainty of the measurement of about 4.5%. The measured jet→ τh misidentification rates are
about 20% higher than predicted for low-pT jets and 20% lower for high-pT jets. The probabilities
for electrons and muons to pass the τh identification criteria, including dedicated discriminants that
were developed to reduce the e→ τh and µ→ τh misidentification rates, have been measured with
a precision that ranges from a few % and 25%, for loose and tight working points, respectively. The
measured misidentification rate for electrons exceeds the MC expectation by up to a factor 1.7.
The differences observed between data andMCsimulation in the probabilities for jets, electrons,
and muons to be misidentified as τh decays have been taken into account in physics analyses by
applying appropriate MC-to-data correction factors.
The procedures developed for studying τh decays have provided a powerful tool for precision
measurements as well as for the search for new phenomena beyond the standard model in Run 2 of
the LHC.
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Figure 25. Distribution in the mass of the tag and probe pair in the pass (left) and fail (right) regions, for the
loose WP of the cutoff-based muon discriminant in the region |η | < 1.2 (top) and 1.2 ≤ |η | ≤ 1.7 (bottom).
The distributions in Z/γ∗ → µµ candidate events selected in data are compared to the MC expectation,
shown for the values of nuisance parameters obtained from the likelihood fit to the data, as described in
section 7.3. The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e, µ, τ) events in which either the tag or the probe muon are misidentified
are denoted by “DY others”. The “Uncertainty” band represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature.
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Figure 26. Distribution in the mass of the tag and probe pair in the pass (left) and fail (right) regions, for the
loose WP of the cutoff-based muon discriminant in the region |η | > 1.7. The distributions in Z/γ∗ → µµ
candidate events selected in data are compared to the MC expectation, shown for the values of nuisance
parameters obtained from the likelihood fit to the data, as described in section 7.3. The Z/γ∗ → `` (` = e,
µ, τ) events in which either the tag or the probe muon are misidentified are denoted by “DY others”. The
“Uncertainty” band represents the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
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Figure 27. Probability for muons in Z/γ∗ → µµ events to pass different WP of the (left) cut-based and
(right) MVA-based discriminants against muons. The µ → τh misidentification rates measured in data are
compared to the MC simulation in the regions |η | < 1.2, 1.2 ≤ |η | ≤ 1.7, and |η | > 1.7.
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Table 7. Probability for muons to pass different WP of the cutoff-based and MVA-based discriminants
against muons. The µ→ τh misidentification rates measured in Z/γ∗ → µµ events are compared to the MC
predictions in the regions |η | < 1.2, 1.2 ≤ |η | ≤ 1.7, and |η | > 1.7.
WP Simulation Data Data/Simulation
|η | < 1.2
Cutoff-based loose (2.48 ± 0.02) × 10−3 (2.65 ± 0.06) × 10−3 1.07 ± 0.03
Cutoff-based tight (9.94 ± 0.10) × 10−4 (1.05 ± 0.05) × 10−3 1.05 ± 0.05
MVA loose (4.28 ± 0.09) × 10−4 (4.63 ± 0.49) × 10−4 1.08 ± 0.12
MVA medium (2.91 ± 0.07) × 10−4 (3.08 ± 0.50) × 10−4 1.06 ± 0.17
MVA tight (2.56 ± 0.07) × 10−4 (2.66 ± 0.50) × 10−4 1.04 ± 0.20
1.2 ≤ |η | ≤ 1.7
Cutoff-based loose (1.64 ± 0.03) × 10−3 (1.92 ± 0.10) × 10−3 1.17 ± 0.07
Cutoff-based tight (6.54 ± 0.19) × 10−4 (8.33 ± 0.81) × 10−4 1.27 ± 0.13
MVA loose (5.61 ± 0.18) × 10−4 (7.28 ± 0.94) × 10−4 1.30 ± 0.17
MVA medium (3.28 ± 0.14) × 10−4 (5.05 ± 0.97) × 10−4 1.54 ± 0.30
MVA tight (2.63 ± 0.12) × 10−4 (4.06 ± 0.95) × 10−4 1.54 ± 0.37
|η | > 1.7
Cutoff-based loose (9.85 ± 0.30) × 10−4 (1.42 ± 0.11) × 10−3 1.45 ± 0.12
Cutoff-based tight (4.99 ± 0.18) × 10−4 (7.42 ± 1.09) × 10−4 1.49 ± 0.22
MVA loose (4.66 ± 0.17) × 10−4 (6.99 ± 1.20) × 10−4 1.50 ± 0.26
MVA medium (2.46 ± 0.12) × 10−4 (4.57 ± 0.92) × 10−4 1.86 ± 0.38
MVA tight (1.95 ± 0.11) × 10−4 (2.77 ± 1.25) × 10−4 1.42 ± 0.64
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